
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
senior product designer / product designer. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior product designer / product designer

Participate in the creation of user journey maps, information architecture
models, wireframes, prototypes, visual design, conducting research
interviews, and shadowing users
Leverage research & analytic data, design principles, brand principles or
other objective information to support your design decisions
Foster a strong design culture by collaborating with peers and with members
of multidisciplinary project teams, Advocate for user-centered designs and
principles the result in amazing customer experiences
Lead design of product features from ideation, research and execution
Demonstrate high quality design practices
Up-to-date on current trends in product and design for work, collaboration,
reporting and complex UI interactions
Collaborate with product, services, engineering and operations partners
Be a subject matter expert in the area of UX/UI design for super-user
personas
Establish a fun, supportive, collaborative environment to bring out the best
work from your team
Conduct user research to understand Customer and Independent Business
owner needs and develop actionable insights
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Know when to create the right documentation for the task at hand, whether
it’s a quick sketch on a whiteboard, an annotated wireframe that a developer
can run with, or a high fidelity mockup
Expert knowledge of modern web and mobile UI technologies and ability to
build own prototypes using CSS, jQuery, Framer, and other equivalent
programs/languages
Have a well trained eye for great visual design execution
Take a strategic view to everything you do - your work stands the test of time
Are fantastic at communicating your thinking and design decisions - you’re
able to get people along on the journey with you
Have several years' experience in an individual contributor role on a product
design team


